
GAL L E RY  PARTNE RS

http://www.artisteculture.com/


W H A T  I S  
A R T I S T E
C U L T U R E ?

A project initiated with the vision to help

artists and collectors explore cultures and

stories from around the world. The concept is

the outcome of years of work at various

corporate and mainstream art institutions.  

We are determined to bring various art

disciplines together to help artists and

collectors connect with contemporary art. We

engage with professionals for condition reports

and also authenticate the art pieces after

extensive research and proper procedures.

Our services include building online art

platforms, assist in curating and implementing

online exhibitions, tailoring marketing

strategies digitally and promoting our partners

on our platforms for more exposure and a

broader market. W

We advocate all kinds of positive competitions

and mutual growth in the industry, especially

with galleries and organisations that share our

philosophy and faith in art and who are

effectively emerging in the industry. We hereby

call for collaborations and cooperations and

open to the conversation of all possibilities. We

believe that the adversarial approach to

exhibiting and promoting art has run its

course. Some non-traditional approaches to art

world business need to be explored. 

If a concerted collective effort was made to

change this, to reimagine things and move

them in a new direction, we could support

artists in a more exciting, collaborative way

that would lead to a whole new structure for

the future.



W H Y  P A R T N E R  W I T H  U S ?
Our global network with artists, collectors, publications and other art disciplines helps galleries get

introduced to newer demographics and cultures. 

We facilitate conversations and events for galleries, curators and collectors to engage in meaningful

partnerships and collaborations. 

We host virtual global exhibitions inviting galleries from across the world to help their artists get

introduced to distinct contemporary art markets. 

We create a healthy environment for galleries to express their ideologies. We constantly introduce

artists to the galleries and help them expand globally. 

We work with corporates, architects and interior designers and help them acquire original authentic

art from emerging and seasoned artists. 

We host consultations with the galleries and artists to understand their vision and help them achieve

their vision.

Interviews and blog articles every week will help the galleries communicate effectively with the

audiences more effectively. 



T E A M

Art Consultant at Artiste Culture while simultaneously working as

a Ph.D. researcher in Art History from the University of

Nottingham. With experience in historical sites, galleries and

research institutions, she has a global network of artists and

galleries, especially in China and France. She uses this to help

artists achieve their goals and help collectors find the best options

to suit a client’s individual tastes, needs and lifestyle.

MA  Art History and Business of Art and Collecting,  l'Institut

d'etudes superieures des arts, ParisMA in Global Media and

Postnational Communication, University of London

L U  Z H A N G

Working as an Art Consultant, introducing Artiste Culture to

the Latin American market. She has extensive experience

creating communication strategies and digital campaigns

for arts organizations in Peru and Italy.

BA in Communications and Advertising,  Pontifical Catholic

University of Peru, MA in Arts Management, University of

Bologna 

L O U R D E S
G O N Z A L E S

Montañés has participated in numerous exhibitions in Spain,

both as an artist and as curator. He co-curated the exhibition

‘Lost Modernity’ at Reina Sofía Museum, and an exhibition at  

La Juan Gallery, specializing in performance art. His depth

academic and professional experience has made Montañés 

 Content Curator and Product Designer at Artiste Culture.

BA Fine Art, Complutense University of Madrid (2017). MA

History of Contemporary Art and Visual Culture, the Reina

Sofía MuseumG O N Z A L O
M O N T A Ñ É S



T E A M

Art Consultant and Partnerships Executive. Introducing Artiste

Culture to the local market by strategically expanding the firm’s

network and outreach.

BA in Curating & Art History, University of York

MSc in Culture & Society, LSE

A D E L E  C A R R A R O

Blog Writer Intern, bringing her previous marketing

experience to Artiste Culture. Currently studying a BA in

politics, she adapts her critical thinking and writing skills to

create informative blog content.

BA Politics, University of Leicester

N A D A  M O U S S A

Content Writer Intern, with extensive work experience at art

organisations such as the Yorkshire Sculpture International

Festival, as well as currently working online with Profile

Gallery as a curator, she translates these skills to support

Artiste Culture in writing website content.

BA Fine Art with Museum and Gallery studies (2020), and MA

Art Gallery and Museum studies, University of Leeds.

F A R A H  D A I L A M I



T E A M

Consultant Intern, currently in her second year of university

at Liverpool John Moores studying a BA in History of Art and

Museum Studies. With experience in content writing for art

blogs and her own blog, she brings a  wealth of writing and

digital skills to Artiste Culture.

J A C Q U I  S Y K E S

Founder of Artiste Culture. She comes with a network of over

700 artists from around the world.In the last seven years she

has worked as an Artist On-boarding Manager, Project

Manager, Art Consultant, Communications Manager and

Museum Manager. Her exposure to diverse art disciplines led

to this project.

MA Design Management Northumbria University, 

Newcastle Upon Tyne

S U N A I N A  M I S R A


